BUSINESS LICENCE COPYING INFORMATION

This organization has signed a Business Organization Licence with Access Copyright, which gives you permission to copy from millions of published books, journals, magazines and newspapers worldwide.

Your Access Copyright licence gives you pre-authorized permission to:

- Print, download, store, post to your organization’s intranet and distribute portions of covered titles to users in your organization (including contractors or others covered by your licence).
- Photocopy and fax excerpts from a vast repertoire of works.
- Exchange copies with similarly licensed organizations (further details available from Access Copyright).

Your Access Copyright licence gives you preferred rates for:

- Distributing reprints or e-prints externally to non-licensed individuals or organizations.

General information for copying:

You can copy up to 10% of a published work or the following, whichever is greater:

- An entire newspaper article or a page;
- An entire article from a periodical issue (including a set of conference proceedings) containing other Published Works;
- An entire report of a legal case from a periodical issue or volume containing other reports; or
- An entire chapter which is no more than twenty per cent (20%) of a book.

What is covered under our licence?

We cover millions of publications across all disciplines from thirty countries, including the top business, healthcare, science and engineering journals, conference proceedings and standards.

Simply lookup your title through our lookup tool.

For more information about your licence, please contact us at info@accesscopyright.ca or 416-868-1620.